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Abstract—With the growing interest in web services during the
current COVID-19 outbreak, the demand for high-quality lowlatency interactive applications has never been more apparent.
Yet, packet losses are inevitable over the Internet, since it is
based on UDP. In this paper, we propose Ivory, a new realworld system framework designed to support network adaptive
error control in real-time communications, such as VoIP, using
a recently proposed low-latency streaming code. We design and
implement our prototype over UDP that can correct or retransmit
lost packets conditional on network conditions and application
requirements.
To maintain the highest quality, Ivory attempts to correct
as many lost packets as possible on-the-fly, yet incurring the
smallest footprint in terms of coding overhead over the network.
To achieve such an objective, Ivory uses a deep reinforcement
learning agent to estimate the best coding parameters in realtime based on observed network states and experience learned.
It learns offline the best coding parameters to use based on
previously observed loss patterns and takes into account the
round-trip time observed to decide on the optimum decoding
delay for a low-latency application. Our extensive array of
experiments shows that Ivory achieves a better trade-off between
recovering packets and using lower redundancy than the stateof-the-art network adaptive streaming codes algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the current COVID-19 outbreak worldwide and in
a “new normal” world, the usage of low-latency interactive
applications has been a daily routine. In particular, with
the move of academic conferences, graduation ceremonies,
corporate all-hands meetings, and online gaming to online
conferencing platforms, there exists an urgent demand for a
high-quality low latency interactive applications to offer an
online experience that resembles in-person meetings.
Naturally, quality of a video or audio conference depends on
two main factors: packet losses and latencies. Packet erasure
(loss) is inevitable at the network layer for an end-to-end
communication over the Internet. Two main implemented
approaches to control end-to-end errors introduced by the
network layer include: Automatic repeat request (ARQ) and
forward error correction (FEC). Both methods work on recovering lost data packets due to unreliable links or congested networks. Nevertheless, using ARQ for real-time applications is
not appropriate, since the time for retransmitting a packet may
go beyond tolerable. Specifically, the process of retransmitting
a lost packet requires 3 × the one-way delay (2 × the oneway delay to transmit and acknowledge its loss, then another
one-way delay to retransmit). This 3-way delay aggregate is
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required to be below 150 ms to meet the requirement by ITU
for interactive applications [1]. Since the minimum possible
aggregate delay between two diametrically opposite points on
the globe is at least 200 ms [2], it is possible to have two
distant nodes with one-way delay greater than 50 ms. In this
case, ARQ is impractical to use.
On the other hand, FEC schemes are applicable to lowlatency communications between global users, since no retransmissions are required. FEC adds redundant information
to help recover lost packets at the receiver. For interactive
applications, block and convolutional codes, such as ReedSolomon (RS) and Random Linear Convolutional (RLC)
codes, respectively can be used to recover packets quickly as
in [3]–[6].
One class of FEC schemes is streaming codes (e.g., lowlatency FEC schemes), which is a class of decoding delayconstrained codes that are able to reconstruct earlier lost packets without waiting to correct all the losses. Raptor codes [7],
RaptorQ codes [8], randomized linear codes [9] and others
[10], [4] are all examples of streaming codes.
However, low-latency FEC schemes suffer from high
bandwidth-overhead due to the transmission of redundant
information. For example, Google’s first attempt with XORbased FEC in QUIC [11], which is a fast transport layer protocol for applications requiring speedy service, demonstrates
that the advantages of having retransmissions outweigh the
advantages of using FEC since less redundancy is added to
the link. However, for time-sensitive applications, such as
audio-streaming conferences, we believe that low-latency FEC
schemes is still required. The issue that recurs is the coding
overhead.
To the best of our knowledge, [12], [13] represented the
most recent work in the direction of deploying FEC schemes
for interactive applications, such as VoIP. To get the best of
both worlds, [12], [13] proposed a new low-latency streaming code that (i) corrects both arbitrary and bursty erasures
subject to a “fixed” decoding delay, which is the maximum
time required to recover a lost packet and (ii) adapts the
coding parameters on-the-fly to increase or decrease redundant
information. However, the heuristic in [12], [13] assumes that
high loss rate is due to unreliable networks and may therefore
inefficiently use scarce bandwidth resources by introducing
more redundant packets than necessary to correct lost packets.
Given the trade-off between quickly recovering lost packets
at the receiver and efficiently using the network bandwidth, in
this paper, we propose Ivory, a real-world system design and
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Fig. 1. The general framework of FEC streaming codes to recover lost packets.
Lastly, we perform an extensive set of experiments using
a real-world implementation prototype we developed that
transmits audio packets between two nodes to compare Ivory
Bursty
to the state-of-the-art adaptive error control algorithms in [12], Erasures
[13]. Our results show that Ivory outperforms state-of-the-art
algorithms in terms of reducing loss rate to have an acceptable Arbitrary
speech quality using lower redundancy compared to heuristics Erasures
in [12], [13]. Ivory is always capable of meeting deadlines of Fig. 2. An illustration of the difference between bursty and arbitrary erasures,
low-latency audio application by recovering packets quickly. with packet losses marked in dark color.
While heuristics in [12], [13] show less to no resilience to
At the destination, the decoder aims to use the parity-check
changes in RTT, Ivory exhibits an improved audio speech
quality by reducing percentage of low speech quality intervals packets out of the received network packets to reconstruct lost
from 2%, which is incurred while using heuristics, to almost packets. The decoder tolerates a maximum decoding delay
of T packets, which is equal to T × ta seconds, where ta
0%.
is the interarrival time between packets. In other words, the
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maximum decoding delay of one packet is T × ta . Therefore,
In Ivory, we utilize the low-latency streaming code proposed T should be carefully chosen so that the resultant playback
in [12], [13] to protect against packet losses in audio streams delay and propagation delay = T × ta + dp is less than 150
while maintaining low latencies. With this streaming code, ms — as required by ITU for interactive applications [1].
In the low-latency streaming code we utilized, parity-check
illustrated in Fig. 1, a source generates an audio frame denoted
by s[i] every ta seconds, where i is the sequence number of the packets are generated in a way to recover older packets with
frame. For simplicity, we assume that every source packet s[i] sooner deadlines than later source packets. This is not the
has the same size of k symbols. The encoder concatenates the case with conventional FEC codes such as the Reed-Solomon
source packet s[i] with the parity-check packet p[i], forming code, where the recovery of all source packets occurs simultathe network packet with size of n symbols. The network packet neously [2]. For example, in Fig. 1, s[0] can be recovered after
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receiving s[T ]+p[T ] and s[1] can be recovered after receiving
[T + 1] + p[T + 1], where both s[0] and s[1] were recovered
within the same decoding delay dd = T × ta .
In the low-latency streaming code we utilize, the maximum
value of T is 11 packets, and coding parameters (B, N ) satisfy
the condition T ≥ B ≥ N ≥ 1. The power of this code lies in
the fact that it can correct both length-B burst packet losses
and N arbitrary packet losses, with a maximum decoding
delay of T × ta seconds. Hence, (B, N ) are to be carefully
chosen according to network observations.
The coding rate nk of this low-latency streaming code is
C(T, B, N ) in Eqn. (1), and the redundancy is 1 − nk , where
k is the size of raw data and n is the codeword size.
C(T, B, N ) ,

4

(1)

The sliding windows are represented as W = {j−T, j−T +
1, . . . , j} of size T +1 such that j ≤ i, where i is the sequence
number of the packet. For each sliding window, the packet
loss pattern eW , (ej−T , ej−T +1 , . . . , ej ) ∈ {0, 1}T +1 , and
an element of eW equals 1 ifP
and only if the corresponding
packet is lost. Let wt(eW ) , `∈W e` and
(
0
if wt(eW ) = 0,
span(eW ) ,
plast − pfirst + 1 otherwise,
be the weight and span of eW respectively, where pfirst and
plast denote respectively the indices of the first and last nonzero elements in eW . In Table I, we summarize the definitions
of key notations used in this manuscript.
To illustrate, Fig. 3 shows a window of 11 packets, where
dark packets are lost. It has a packet loss pattern with
wt(eW ) = 6 and span(eW ) = 8. If T = 11, these source
packets can be encoded at the decoder using (B, N ) =
(8, 1) or (6, 6) or (8, 6).
III. W HY R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING ?
In a nutshell, Ivory uses a deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) [14] agent to make strategic decisions on the coding
parameters (T, B, N ) of the low-latency streaming code. In the
midst of a large body of existing works on the use of DRL to
solve a wide variety of engineering problems in networking,
the questions that may naturally arise are: Is it yet another
piece of work that uses DRL? Why are we using DRL to
adapt coding parameters?
A. Issues with Existing Heuristics
Authors in [12], [13] design a heuristic algorithm that
estimates the values of (B, N ), which we refer to as the
heuristic. Based on the observed loss patterns, the receiver
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runs the heuristic and sends recommendations to the sender on
values of (B, N ) used to encode source packets. The heuristic
proposed in [12], [13] can have B ≥ N ; however, they also
show similar behavior to maximum-distance separable MDSadaptive streaming code, which assigns B and N to the same
value of the maximum observed span(eW ). MDS codes are
used by Skype [15].
The heuristic and MDS show high recovery ratios of lost
packets, which is the ratio of packets recovered to the packets
lost. However, there is always a trade-off between the
packet recovery ratio, redundancy added and one-way
delay observed. An algorithm will have to add more redundant information to gain a lower loss rate. We observe that
the heuristic and MDS exhibit low loss rates at the cost of
high redundancy. High redundancy decreases goodput, and
if the bandwidth was limited, it will backfire and reduce
the quality of the interactive application. Another trade-off is
between recovery packets and maximum decoding delay. The
more redundant information the network adaptive streaming
code can add, the higher the one-way delay will be, since
T ≥ B ≥ N ≥ 1. For example, to recover 6 packets in a
sliding window, you need at least T to be 6.
For example, in audio conferencing applications, the acceptable packet loss rate is between 3% and 5% [16]. Hence, fixing
the rules as in [12], [13] to correct the maximum number of
losses may not be optimal as it will sacrifice on the delay
observed and overuse bandwidth with added redundancy.
To demonstrate the importance of having a flexible tradeoff between redundancy and recovery ratio, we test Ivory and
MDS from [12], [13] over a loss pattern generated with 10%
and 12% loss rates. We use PESQ score [17]: a metric that
ranges between 1 – 5, where a higher score means a better
speech quality, to observe the effect of packet losses on audio
packets. In Fig. 4, we observe the loss rate, average FEC
redundancy and PESQ score for an audio call that lasted
10 minutes over 10% and 12% loss rates. In Fig. 4a, Ivory
shows a higher loss rate than MDS; however, in Fig. 4b, MDS
exhibits 5% to 20% higher redundancy than Ivory for 1%
higher PESQ score for MDS in Fig. 4c for Ivory and MDS.
Average PESQ scores for both Ivory and MDS are higher
than the acceptable value for speech(3.6). Indeed, the efficient
bandwidth utilization of Ivory is saving bandwidth for other
flows sharing the same link.
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Apart from fixing rules of heuristics to correct packet
erasures, the heuristic and MDS algorithms in [12], [13]
do not take the RTT into consideration. Taking RTT into
consideration is important to know how much time it takes
for the feedback to reach the sender to update its coding
parameters. This helps because if, for example, RTT was large,
we know that it would take time between sending feedback
to the sender and updating the coding parameters. During this
time, the behavior of the network may change enough that the
new values of (B, N ) that the sender started to use are outdated. A smarter algorithm should take RTT into consideration
to ensure that their estimated values of (B, N ) are not outdated.
B. How DRL mitigates issues with existing heuristics?
Learning-based network adaptive algorithms have a great
potential to adapt themselves to different conditions without
the need to be hand-tuned or manually changed for each environment. Therefore, the fixed set of rules or assumptions that
previous heuristic algorithms incorporated could be completely
replaced with a model that learns from experience rather than
assumptions. It would take a model a few hours to train, but
many hours to hand-tune rule-based heuristics.
Out of (i) supervised, (ii) unsupervised and (iii) reinforcement learning, the former two consider instant reward, as
opposed to reinforcement learning that is sequential and farsighted considering long-term rewards. We model network
adaptive error control as a sequential-decision making process
that learns a policy by adjusting its actions to achieve optimal
rewards over the long-term future.
Furthermore, since DRL models do not require labeled data,
it can adapt online as it observes new network states. They,
indeed, can change any learned assumptions in their deep
neural network. Online learning will help in unlearning bad
actions that were good in previously observed environments.
IV. D ESIGN I TERATIONS
Training a model using DRL is rarely straightforward as
it consists of many design parameters such as the action and
state space, the reward function, the neural network model and
the DRL algorithm. This paper takes a practical approach and
makes our design decisions based on hands-on experiences
learned from actual experiments. We share the insights we
gained from extensive experimentation to achieve the best
performing model and supply sufficient reasoning.
A. Training framework
Since our design iterations are empirical and require understanding of our framework, we first describe our training
framework. Fig. 5 shows our training and testing framework.
Our implementation of our testbed incorporates a sender that
sends encoded audio frames to the receiver over User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The DRL agent resides on the receiver,
and based on observations, the agent provides feedback to
the sender on the recommended coding parameters. As audio

is notably more loss-and delay-sensitive in interactive videostreaming applications such as video conferencing, we carry
out our experiments on audio multimedia frames.
During the training process, the sender starts by sending
audio packets at size of 300 bytes and interarrival time of
10 ms, which is 240 kbit/s. These numbers are practical since
existing audio codecs such as Opus audio codec have a frame
duration range of 2.5 – 60 ms and bit rate range of 6 – 510
kbit/s [18]. Since our DRL agent has the action space of
MDS-adaptive streaming code, which is (B, N ) = (i, i) for
all distinct integers i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ T = 10, only during
training, we fix the value of T to 10 packets. This is to ensure
regardless of the RTT or loss patterns observed, the DRL agent
can choose from a wide variety of the coding parameters
(B, N ) of the FEC streaming code. T will only be varied
during testing and online learning phase, as they will depend
on RTT measured. Recommendations of (B, N ) are sent
from the receiver to sender. The sender is responsible for (i)
updating the coding parameters according to recommendations
from the receiver and (ii) encoding packets using the MDS
FEC streaming code in [12], [13].
The receiver decodes the received packets as per the (B, N )
values with which the packet was encoded. The encoder at the
sender and decoder at the receiver were implemented in C++
programming language, but since there is a lack of packages
for implementing sophisticated machine learning models in
C++, we implemented our agent in Python using PyTorch on
the receiver.
Communication between the decoder and the DRL agent
happens at local ports over Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP). The decoder measures observed loss patterns and sends
these measurements to the agent. The agent runs the DRL
algorithm to train a model that recommends (B, N ) values to
the sender.
To have all our training and testing environments emulate
real-world networks, we run the sender and receiver either
locally (simulating different RTT using tc in linux) or on two
distant devices, and simulate different loss patterns between
the two nodes according to pre-generated loss traces. We
design a testbed that helps in running several network adaptive
error control algorithms such as MDS in [12], [13], and several
versions of our agent on the same network conditions for
accurate and reproducible evaluations.
We generated different loss patterns. The first is by setting
the bottleneck bandwidth between the two devices to 960
kbit/s. We run different calls between the two devices, which is
part of the UDP cross-traffic, where each call has a throughput
of 240 kbit/s. Call requests are modeled using Poisson distribution, which implies exponentially distributed call interarrival
times of a mean of 3 minutes. The service time is exponentially
distributed with a mean of 5 minutes. The call request rate
is varied between 1 – 5 calls/s. We change the call request
rate every µ seconds by {+0.2, −0.2} to help vary the loss
patterns experienced. We save the loss patterns experienced in
trace files to test and compare different algorithms over the
same setup. Such trace file generates a wide variety of loss
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malize the input state space by dividing span(eW )max and training on a loss pattern that changes steadily (not suddenly)
wt(eW )max by 10, to ensure the initial neural network em- is important.
phasizes on all elements of the state space equally.
2) Effect of α: One of the most beneficial ideas in DRL
We choose the time of the step in an episode to be double is that it learns a policy according to the observed states and
the time taken for the recommended (B, N ) to be observed on rewards. Whenever the reward function changes to favor one
an encoded packet at the receiver, i.e., 2×RTT. In the first half metric, the policy changes. This is the benefit of the α in
of the step, the agent observes the effect of the previous step, Eqn. 2. With changes in α, we can emphasize or de-emphasize
and in the second half, the effect of the newly used (B, N ) in the importance of saving bandwidth or using less parity.
the step is detected.
To better understand the effect of α in the reward function
Fundamentally, to solve an RL problem, the task has to be in Eqn. 2, we fix µ = 1 and change α ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}.
modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [14]. Since In Fig. 7, we show the test results of the 4 different models
Sender
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Audio Frames
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(a) Cross-entropy loss vs. iteration number of models trained
over µ = 1 and µ = 20.

(b) The rewards vs. episode number of models trained over µ = 1
and µ = 20

(a) The average FLR vs. episode
number for history length of 4

(c) The average FLR vs. episode
number as we train a model over
µ=1

(d) The average FLR vs. episode
number as we train a model over
µ = 20

(c) The average redundancy vs.
episode number

Fig. 6. Comparing two models trained using µ = 1 and µ = 20 using
Cross-entropy method

(a) The average FLR vs. episode
number for different α values

(b) The average redundancy vs.
episode number for different α values

Fig. 7. Comparing the training process of 4 different models trained using
different α ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}

trained with different values of α. Fig. 7a and 7b show the
average FLR and FEC redundancy per episode as we test the
models over loss pattern with µ = 1. We observe that the
model trained with α = 0.8 is more adaptive to changes in
loss patterns. For example, at around episode number 500 in
Fig. 6c, the no coding losses start to decrease gradually, and
the redundancy with α = 0.8 starts to decrease too.
When α = 0.4, the average redundancy over an episode
did not fluctuate, which shows that this model decided that
the optimum behavior is to be conservative and always chose
(B, N ) = (10, 10) to correct all possible losses. However, a
higher value of α = 1 yields a model with lower attention
to recovering losses and more regard to redundancy as seen
in around episode 500, where the redundancy chosen by the
model trained with α = 0.8 is higher than the model trained
with α = 1.
3) Effect of history length: In Fig. 8, we study the effect of
the history length of the state space fed to the neural network.
This study focuses on convergence properties and performance
of the agent when a bigger state space is fed to the neural
network. In this experiment, we set α = 0.8 to be able to

(b) The average FLR vs. episode
number for history length of 1

(d) The cross-entropy loss vs. iteration number

Fig. 8. Experimental results showing the effect of history length on the
adaptivity and convergence of a model

observe changes in redundancy with changes in loss rates.
We train the agent using Cross-entropy method over the loss
pattern generated with µ = 1. We observe the offline training
properties of the agents with history length of 1 and 4 in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8d, we observe the convergence of the model having
history length of 4 was faster. The rewards of both the models
converged to the same number, but the model with history
length of 4 reaches the maximum reward faster. Fig. 8a and
Fig. 8b show the changes in average loss rate as the models
with history length of 4 and 1 train respectively. We observe
the model with history length of 4 has a quicker increasing
gap between the no coding average FLR and the agent’s FLR.
In terms of adapting the redundancy with time, Fig. 8c
shows that the model trained with history length of 4 adapts
faster to changes in loss patterns. We observe that just before
episode 300, the average packet loss rate decreased from 0.80
to 0.36 and the redundancy of that model decreased a lot to
adapt to this change; however, the model with history length
of 1 took almost triple the time to drop its redundancy. We see
the same adaptive behavior for the model with history length
of 4 at episode 450.
4) Effect of the value of T – maximum decoding delay:
During the deployment stage, Ivory requires to know the
RTT and based on it choose the value of T to be able to
meet the requirement of 150ms one-way delay for interactive
applications [1].
Ivory in the first step would choose no coding parameters
until it measures the RTT. According to the RTT and the packet
interarrival time, it chooses a value of T between 1 and 10.
T
T is calculated as T = 150−RT
, where ta is the packet
ta
interarrival time. The result T is rounded down to the nearest
whole number between 1 and 10.
If T is chosen to be below 10, and Ivory decides on
action (B, N ) > (T, T ), then we would clip it to be the
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3
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action
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4
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i
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0
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T = 10. This would indeed
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decoding delay.
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5) Online training phase:
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learning
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we continue running the Cross-entropy
method
algorithm
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observed episodes. However,
the
main
difference
between
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in the value
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if T was chosen at the
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16
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cap all actions of the agent
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offline trained model.
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Another benefit of starting
connection
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trained model is that during
online training, overfitting may
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run-29_07_2021 18_43_43 - alpha 4 - rtt - cem -mds_tensorboard-tag-episode_fec_loss
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learning, the
model is
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RTTs. Overfitting
32 170 0.837957441806793 0.716777503490448 0.705550657750633 0.605863530483392
the model to one environment
will result in a model that is
33 174 0.744943022727966 0.513211309909821 0.709489894248366 0.596598308426035
34 175
0.853399872779846 and
0.721583962440491
0.723880892101514
behaving well to a particular
environment
not others.
This 0.609096873827481
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0.6200034639487
is why in online learning,3536 we
start
our
online
training
from
185 0.864249885082245 0.758643925189972 0.716238906317856 0.633867510072827
the offline-trained model. 37 188 0.858967006206512 0.652452290058136 0.730511716306722 0.635725988071358
38 193
0.745786964893341
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To ensure Ivory does not
behave
poorly
initially0.732039241165384
when it 0.630974900532838
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experiences a newly observed
environment, we use a decaying
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ratio of MDS actions. These
actions
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actions if Ivory is not performing
well.
Otherwise
when
43 219 0.64824777841568 0.707077145576477 0.678108401968457 0.640794419807137
Ivory observes improved rewards,
dependence
on MDS
actions 0.632535657491035
44 220 0.866994619369507
0.558206796646118
0.696997023708562
45 223
0.777576386928558
0.572741508483887
0.705054960030562 0.62655624259032
decrease. Alg. 1 summarizes
our
online learning
algorithm.
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224 0.387808084487915 0.610758244991303 0.673330272476297 0.624976442830418
229 0.649018585681915 0.513925850391388 0.670899103796859 0.613871383586515

Algorithm 1 Online training
of Ivory
48 235 0.849836766719818 0.464092910289764 0.688792870089155
49 236 0.664806842803955 0.55055171251297 0.686394267360635
1: procedure DeployIvory
50 237 0.503014087677002 0.537692725658417 0.668056249392272
2:
Use the pre-trained51 network
parameters
242 0.726022899150848 0.512362480163574 0.67385291436813
3:
Initialize  ← 0.5 52 245 0.506115913391113 0.642122209072113 0.657079214270428
0.470980256795883 0.50885683298111 0.638469318522974
4:
for all batches do 5354 247
264 0.689017951488495 0.576182961463928 0.643524181819526
5:
for all steps ∈55episodes
∈ batch
do
275 0.749595999717712
0.746176481246948
0.654131363609345
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With probability
, take MDS action
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7:
Otherwise take
pre-trained network action
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8:
Decay  59 285 0.896223187446594 0.637873470783234 0.675613069621766
60 288 0.878663837909699 0.696382880210876 0.695918146450559
9:
Train the pre-trained
model and/or
the CEM
en61 292 0.778913795948029
0.502002835273743
0.704217711400306
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semble model on 75%62 elite
episodes every
16 episodes
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1) Offline Training of Ivory: To evaluate Ivory’s performance, we use our testbed explained in Sec. IV-A. Ivory used
in this section is trained on random loss rates bounded between
2% and 20%, similar to real world loss rates. As we train Ivory,
we vary the RTT every episode between 10ms and 50ms. Each
episode runs over a different RTT and a different loss rate that
are changed using tc in Linux kernel.
In Fig. 9, we show the training curves for Ivory. Ivory
is trained over an erasure pattern that changes the loss rate
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Fig. 9. Comparing Ivory training process over α = 0.4, 0.8 over the bounded
erasure pattern
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every episode (i.e. 1000 packets). In Fig. 9a, we show the
reward value vs. episode number. As discussed earlier, the
model trained with α = 0.4 will show higher reward, since
it penalizes less the redundancy factor in the reward function
compared to α = 0.8. This also explains the low average
FLR and low average FEC redundancy of the model trained
using α = 0.8 in Fig. 9cand 9b, compared to the model using
α = 0.4.
12) Varying α: After offline training, we test Ivory on different loss patterns. We evaluate Ivory trained using α = 0.4, 0.8
and MDS over 10 min call periods in Fig. 10. Each call
experiences different loss rate varying from 2% to 20%, with
a difference of 2% between each experiment. We fix the RTT
to 60 ms, and the interarrival time between packets was set to
5 ms. Therefore, T was chosen to be 10 (the maximum value),
to meet the one-way delay requirement.
In Fig. 10a and 10b, we plot the average FLR and FEC
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In Fig. 10a and 10b, Ivory trained using α = 0.4 tends to
α = 0.8
α = 0.4
MDS
trade recovery ratio for reduced redundancy
when
loss
rate
is higher than 8%. This led to low FLR for loss rates less
than 8% and high FLR rates elsewhere. However, in all of
these cases, the PESQ score of Ivory trained over α = 0.4
did not get affected with increase in FLR, and it was kept
4
6
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
above 3.6 as shown in Fig. 10c. In2 summary,
Ivory trained
Loss rate (%)
using α = 0.4 tends to provide a better trade-off between loss
rate and redundancy, by keeping the PESQ score in Fig. 10c
acceptable. However, for loss rates bigger than 10%, Ivory
tends to have more 10s sessions with PESQ scores lower
than 3.6, as reflected in Fig. 10d. This is a result of Ivory’s
preference to reduced loss rates than redundancy.
For Ivory trained using α = 0.8, the loss rate is certainly
higher and redundancy is lower than Ivory trained using α =
0.4. However, Ivory trained using α = 0.8 seems to not fit the
audio conferencing applications as loss rates crossed 5% when
packet loss rates were 18% or more. This indeed degraded
the performance of audio as observed in Fig. 10c with PESQ
scores dropping below 3.6.
On the other hand, MDS performed well in terms of
recovering more packets than Ivory trained using α = 0.4,
especially when loss rates were high. This owes to the fact
that MDS was using a conservative heuristic to save more
packets without much regard to redundancy. For example, at
loss rate of 12%, MDS used 5% more redundant packets, and
hence 5% more bandwidth than Ivory trained with α = 0.4, to
bring the quality of speech from an acceptable rate to another
acceptable rate, which is unnecessary.
If we were to use retransmissions of lost packets, we
will not be able to meet the deadline requirements of lowlatency applications, as a successfully retransmitted packet
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would arrive after 60 × 3 = 180ms, after the one-way delay
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6 by
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12 14 which
16 18 20 is 150ms. However, for RTT below
required
ITU,
Loss rate (%)
50ms, we do
still advocate for retransmissions, since the added
redundancy of FEC would typically be higher than the added
redundancy of retransmissions. For example, if RTT was 20ms
and packet loss rate was 10%, if we were to retransmit a lost
packet only once, the added redundancy would be just 10%,
and it would still meet the delay requirements of interactive
applications.
In conclusion, Ivory has an adaptive behavior as you change
α. This makes Ivory flexible in terms of suiting different
applications that have different requirements. Ivory using
α = 0.4 performed well in terms of loss rate, but not better
than MDS, but was capable of having lower redundancy than
MDS to save bandwidth. We do not claim Ivory always has
a better trade-off, but we claim that Ivory has an adaptive
trade-off that can be changed to well-suit an application.
3) Varying RTT: Apart from adapting Ivory’s trade-off, we
are concerned with meeting the deadline of packet reception by
the application to ensure quality of application is not hindered.
To achieve this, Ivory considers RTT into its choice of T .
In the next experiment, we use the loss rate of 10% since
MDS and Ivory trained using α = 0.4 showed a similar
behavior in terms of average FLR and FEC redundancy in
the previous experiments in Fig. 10. Therefore, any changes
in behavior is to be attributed to change in RTT. The packet
interrarrival times is 10 ms and RTT varies from 50 ms
to 100 ms. Audio calls run for 10 min each over different
RTT. We compare the behavior of MDS and Ivory trained
using α = 0.4 in protecting packets, reducing redundancy and
meeting deadlines. However, since MDS is always choosing
T = 10, it would not meet the 150 ms deadline for 60 ms RTT
and more. We could stop here and say MDS is not suitable for
RTT larger than 60 ms, however, we adjust MDS’s algorithm
to study the effect of changing RTT on the performance.
In Fig. 11a, MDS and Ivory both show similar loss rates;
however, Ivory is using slightly higher redundancy than MDS
in Fig. 11b. Similar loss rates did translate to similar PESQ
scores as in Fig. 11c. However, Ivory shows almost 0% lowfidelity rates in Fig. 11d compared to almost 2% low-fidelity
rate for MDS.
It is difficult to find out why Ivory is having lower low0
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streaming codes, where decoding delay plays a major role in
defining effectiveness of the solution.
To the best of our knowledge, [12], [13] is the most recent
work on deploying FEC streaming codes for interactive audio
conferencing. They achieve an optimum trade-off between
correcting bursty and arbitrary erasures with a fixed low
latency guarantee. [12], [13] also adapt the redundancy used
in their coding scheme showing that they perform better than
fixed coding schemes attaining lower average redundancies
and higher recovery rate of dropped packets. However, they
do not change their maximum decoding delay to bound it with
respect to the observed RTT, as Ivory does.
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, we present Ivory, a new real-world system
design powered by deep reinforcement learning, which aims
at recovering as many lost packets as possible without over
utilizing the bandwidth of the network link. Ivory is tested
over audio packets, since audio quality is more sensitive to
delays than video packets. We design Ivory to train offline
to have a pre-trained model for deployment, and as Ivory
gets deployed, it continues online learning to adapt to newly
seen scenarios. Ivory’s main goal is to achieve a better tradeoff between recovering all packets to achieve high-quality
interactive experience and minimizing redundancy overhead
to better utilize network bandwidth while maintaining lowlatencies.
Our evaluation results show that Ivory is competitive with
the state-of-the-art in terms of adaptability and flexibility
of trade-offs between packet recovery rate, redundancy and
meeting latency deadlines. In some cases, it outperforms the
state-of-the-art, and when it comes to achieving a trade-off
between redundancy, FLR and meeting latency deadlines in
stress testing scenarios, Ivory performs better than the stateof-the-art. Ivory’s performance is also resilient to changes in
RTT. We believe Ivory represents a step forward towards audio
conferencing with adaptive streaming codes over UDP.
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